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Abstract
In this paper we state in a new form the algebraic problem arising from the one-field displacement finite élément
method. The displacement approach, in this discrète form, can be considered as the dual approach (force or
equilibrium) with subsidiary constraints. This approach dissociâtes the non-linear operator to the linear ones and
their sizes are linear functions of intégration rule which is of interest in the case of reduced intégration. This new
form of the problem leads to an inexpensive improvement of F.E.M. computations, which acts at local, elementary
and global levels. We demonstrate the numerical performances of this approach which is independent of the mesh
structure. By using the GMRES algorithm, we build for nonsymmetric problems, a new algorithm based upon
the discretized field of strain. The new algorithms proposed are more closer to the mechanical problem than
the classical ones because ail fields appear during the resolution process. The sizes of the différent operators
arising in thèse new forms are linear functions of intégration rule, which is of great interest in the case of reduced
intégration.

KEY WORDS: finite élément method; mixed élément; GMRES algorithm; strain algorithm.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In structural and solid mechanics analysis, the most frequently used finite élément method is
probably the one based on the one field variational formulation involving the displacement field
u(x,t) 10>17>29 which leads classically to the well known algebraic problem :
find U G MN such that :

K-U = F

K e E

M

,

FeJRN

where tU = {«i, u^, • • •, UN} is the vector of the unknown nodal displacements, in which N
dénotes the total number of degrees of freedom. The vector F in the right-hand side of (1) is the
vector of the nodal forces, whereas K dénotes the NxN (linear or not, symmetric or not) stiffness
matrix. Classically, both K and F are built from the assembly of elementary contributions,
net

K = J2Ke,
e=l

nel

K e G M n « xn «

and

F = ^Fe,
^ e=l

Fe G E " £
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where ne denotes the element number of degrees of freedom. In rocks mechanics or in soil
mechanics as well as for material involving concrete the non-normality rule of the constitutive law
leads to a non-symmetric stiffness matrices. The range of such mechanical problems involving
non-symmetries is rather large and needs special attention when solving in boundary values
problems. The building of the elementary stiffness matrices K e and therefore that of the global
stiffness matrix K leads to an increasing computation cost and to the loss of the local mechanical
informations, in particular those relating to the constitutive law, and then requires post-analysis
to recover these local features.
Within the same mathematical framework we propose a new method for building and solving
the algebraic problems arising from the one-field (displacement) FEM. This approach, called
UDA for Unstructured Displacement Approach, can be considered as an IBI (Integration point
By Integration point) method. In this method we state the problem (1) by using three operators
B, H and I. The first one is the global strain-displacement operator, the second H is the 'rheological' operator the components of which are the local (i.e. by integration point) constitutive
relationships. The third I is the one associated with the weak equilibrium and numerical integration rule. These three operators remain distinct and uncoupled during the whole resolution of the
problem. In order to decrease the computational time linked with the updating and assembling
process of the Hessian matrix, Axelsson et al. proposed an interesting and efficient factorization
of the stiffness matrix (see ref. 1 and 2 for details). Our paper focus only on non-symmetric
problems of solid continua and on the contribution of UDA to some iterative methods.
These methods take a great advantage of the numerical integration rules which makes possible
to dissociate the kinetic, rheological (constitutive law) and static local features of the disctretized
variational problem.
The structure of these operators remains mesh (h and p) independent. This approach takes
advantage of the new form of the problem and of the features of the GMRES algorithm 24 ' 25 ,
both of them providing then substancial improvements to the one-field displacement FEM. The
memory storage required by the UDA method is less than that required by the classical sky
line8 method, the sparse matrix method or by other methods like those based on an element by
element approach 8 . Thus, the computational times is greatly reduced. The above characteristics
increase greatly when reduced integration is used. This new important feature is due to the fact
that the parameters linked with the integration rule are dissociated during the whole resolution
of the algebraic problem. Many mechanical problems require adaptive mesh refinement. In this
framework the new structure of the problem increase the efficieny of the method.
In the UDA method the algebraic problem coming from the continuous mechanical problem
is stated in a new form similar to the one arising from the stress-displacement two-fields mixed
finite element method. In its algebraic form the displacement approach can be then considered
as the dual approach (force or equilibrium) with subsidiary constraints. A unification of both
one-field and two-fields methods is also proposed. From an algebraic point of view it completes
the unification proposed by Malkus and Hughes14 and Zienkiewicz and Nakazawa28.
We mention that the algorithms presented in this paper are also available for a real stressdisplacement two-fields mixed finite element analysis.

2.

CLASSICAL APPROACHS

The general mechanical framework of our study lies in problems characterized by a solid continuum il subject to external body forces f(x,t) and surface forces g(x,t) prescribed on a part F 2
of its boundary F. The part Fj = F - F 2 of the boundary of the solid is fixed. Let us denote
as u(x,t) the displacement field and as a(x,t) the second order tensor of the Cauchy stresses.
We assume that Q is a materially simple continuum. We suppose also small transformations, so
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that the strain tensor e(u(x,t)) (symmetric part of the gradient of the displacement) is linear.
Eventually we restrict our analysis to quasi-static problems.
The constitutive law can be described by incrementally non-linear equations 3 ' 20 of the form :
71 1

" xlR71""1,

J(d,x)

G

ïïT™Xn™

(2)

where ê is the strain rate vector (i.e. the vector built from the components of the strain rate tensor
e), & the stress rate vector of size nan, and where x denotes the set of memory parameters. More
generally the constitutive law can be an associated or non-associated elasto-plastic one written
as follows:
a = H(x) • e, (e, a) G HT™ X HT™, H(x) € IRn™Xri™
(3)
In this paper one can be consider equally well both of relationships (2) and (3). We only focus
our attention on non-symmetric problem such as those encountered in soils, in a rocks mechanics
or in physical problems involving non-symmetric constitutive law.
The well known one-field (displacement) variational formulation of this mechanical problem is
classically stated as,

{

Find Ï Ê V =

{v e (H[ a ) ) 3 ,

r

v | Tx - 0} such that :

f

f

/ ( H : e ( u ) ) : e(v) dQ = / / • v dtt +
g • v dT
and leads, after a space discretization, to the algebraic problem :

(4)
V u G V

J find U e MN such that :
{S)

\

The space discretization leads to the following finite sum involving the contributions of the finite
elements Ue 10 ' 29
nel

K = ^K

e

with

Ke =

*BeHBedfi

(6)

e=l

The numerical evaluation of K e is usually made by using a Gaussian quadrature method, so that
the elementary stiffness matrices can be constructed as :
npie

Ke = J2 'BefaiOHfcjOBeCarjkJwUfc

(7)

fc=i

with :
npie
0Jk
jk

: number of integration points used for the finite element e,
: the weight of the transformation at the integration point k,
'• the value of the Jacobian of the transformation at the integration point k.

and the local displacement-strain relationship :
eke=Be(xk)-ue,

€keenn™,

ueemne

Be(xk)eJRn™xn<

(8)

The actual iterative methods 5 ' 9 ' 22 for solving (5) work generaly with the global stiffness matrix
K or with its elementary contributions K e . The method described below takes advantage of the
numerical evaluation of the element stiffness matrices.
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3.

NEW FORM OF THE FINITE ELEMENT PROBLEM

The principal features of the new form of the finite element problem are linked to the numerical
integration of the elementary stiffness matrices. Using a Gaussian quadrature method one can
rewrite 12 ' 13 problem (1) in the form :
Find U eJRN such that :
(9)

We can also formulate the one-field problem in an equivalent stress-displacement two-fields mixed
form

13;

Find (a, U) G JRN" X MN such that :
-B
H1
*BÎ

(10)

0

where B is the Nc X N Global displacement-Global strain operator :

UeJR N

B G JRN°xN

e = B • U,

(H)

with the following definition of e :
e=(ie1,te2,---,iew)

with

*ee = ( ^ , • • •, *£^ e ) ,

€* G ffi."""

The stress size Na is equal to the sum J2™=i non npie.
The matrix H is the Na X Na Global constitutive matrix :
(12)
with the following definition of g_ :
L, W

• •, V n e / )

with

*ae = ('al, • • •, la^ie)

ake G H71'»

,

Let us mention that H is bloc-diagonal with respect to each integration point:
0
0
o

0

"
W 1

•• •

H^a,

ne

<Tk

~

k

'

€ k

'

k £

.

The diagonal matrix I € IR N"xN" = J2e^-e contains all informations in relation with the
integration rules : the weights (to) and the jacobian values (j) for all the integration points.
where Id is the nan x nan identity matrix.

The matrix B is a sparse matrix, the components of which are the partial derivatives of the
displacement interpolation functions. This operator is linear with respect to its argument U. It
is of interest to remark that for non-linear problems arising, for instance, from elastoplasticity,
this operator remains the same at each step of loading. So it is constant during all the iterations of the iterative process of resolution. Moreover, this operator remains constant for the
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whole finite element analysis of the problem if one does not proceed to the update of the node
coordinates. This can be done without increasing error of evaluation under the assumption of
small transformations. So only one computation is to be done to form B, whatever the number
of loading steps, of non-linear iterations and the of iterations linked with the solving iterative
process.
Lets us now recapitulate the sizes of the different matrices encountered in this section and the
corresponding storage required.
1- Matrix B :
a. size : Na X N,
b. storage : fii J2enP^e • (nan X ne).
2- Matrix H :
a. size : Na x Na,
b. storage : /32 E e nVie • («<™ X nan).
3- Matrix Î :
a. size : Na X Na,
b. storage : J2
The factors (3\ and /32 are reduction factors depending respectively of the kind of problem (plane
stress or plane strain problem, axisymmetric problem, etc..) and of the symmetry properties of
the constitutive relations. Their possible values are as follows :
3
2n

For axisymmetric problems without torsion
otherwise

1
—I
/32 = { 2
1

1
if H is symmetric
2nan
otherwise

When solving a boundary value problem, one have to check the quality of the solution by some
energy criteria or stress equilibrium 27 . When adaptive (h and p) refinement is performed, the
modification of the mesh lead, in our method, only to an addition and/or modification of some
finite elements operator. That do not destruct the structure of the algebraic problem and do not
require the computation and modification of the other operators, and moreover the implementation in finite element code is very easy. This is a interesting feature when adaptive refinement
is used intensively.

4.

ONE AND EQUIVALENT TWO-FIELDS ALGEBRAIC PROBLEM

To obtain problem (9) we start from the discretized weak form of equilibrium relations which
can be stated in term of stress unknowns and written as follows 12 ' 13 :
*BÎ -a = F
By taking into account relation (12),

(13)
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we can express the weak form (13) in terms of strain :
(14)
By using relation (11) we can now write the algebraic problem (1) in its two equivalent forms :
Find U eMN

such that :

(S) uda

Form I

HE) U = F
Find (a, U) G 1RJV<7 X IR/V such that :
(S) uda

Form II

H"1

-B

G

*BÎ

0

U

(15)

4.1. Two-fields considerations.
Let us consider the algebraic problem written in the form (II).
Find (a, U) G JR."* X MiV such that :
\uda )

/-rV-i

H

(16)

-B
0

and let us multiply the first equation of the system (16) by I . We obtain
ET 1 -a-

B-U = 0

o-

î H " 1 -a - î B • C/= 0

Let us now consider the second equation in (16). Since I is a diagonal matrix this relation can
be written as :
JD 1

• <7 =

F

v?

Then the system (16) takes the following form :
' Find (a, U) G B,N<r x MN such that :
ÎH"1

(sy

-(IB

(IB)

0

(17)

a
U

The algebraic problem given by the system (17) arises from the displacement one-field approach. However, we recognize an algebraic problem coming from the discretization of a stressdisplacement two-fields mixed variational formulation. This last formulation can be stated as
follows 12 - 13 - 21 :
Find
(VV)7

H"

(cr,u) G S X V
1

: a ) : sdÇî
1

such that :

- [ s : e(v) dQ = 0
Jo,

/ a : e(w) dQ, = I f • w dO. + I g • w dT

Vs G S
Vu; G V

(18)
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where S is the stresses trial functions space ; S = {sij G I m j

Vi, j G {1, 2, 3}

and

s,j = Sji}.

The algebraic problem (17) can be also obtained from (18) under some conditions relating to the
finite element spaces of displacements V j C V and of stresses S/j C S. These conditions, which
are independent of the position of the stress nodes inside the elements, generalizes the ones done
by Malkus and Hughes 14 and Zienkiewicz28'29. They can be stated as follows :
nel

ÎH"1

=
(19)
nel
nel

IB

„

=V
V / Ve

B
e

where ifce is the elementary interpolation matrix of the discontinuous stress field in the case of
the two-fields mixed discretization.
<?(x) = i\>e{x) • 0~e,

Va; G

fie,

<7e : elementary vector of stress components

We have then established, under algebraic considerations, that a one field algebraic problem can
always be expressed in its equivalent two-fields algebraic form. From a certain point of view the
displacement one-field algebraic problem without subsidiary constraint is equivalent to its stress
dual algebraic problem with subsidiary constraints. These constraints are the discretized weak
form of equilibrium. We remark that they are not formulated in a local form, but in a weak one.
Theorem : The stationary condition without subsidiary constraint of the discrete potential energy
functional U$(U) (U G JRN such that u = 0 on Ti),
I[dp(U) = \lU

-K-U

-fU

-F

is equivalent to the stationary condition with subsidiary constraints of the discrete complementary
energy functional Ilf (S),
nf (S) = i *E • î H " 1 • S,

S G K

K = {S G JRN°

such that

*BÎ • S =

So, the equivalent discrete two-fields formulation is obtain by imposing the stationary condition
of the discrete Lagrangian £d(E, V), obtained by introducing the subsidiary constraint E G K
Cd(E, V) = nf (S) - V • (*BÎ • E - F
The algebraic form (II) of the displacement finite element formulation is interesting for several
reasons. The first of them is that for a certain class of non-linear constitutive equations 4 ' 20
written as :
e(x) = J(x) • cr(x),

x G Q.

the constitutive operator J coming from J and built like H does not need to be explicitly
inverted. This constitutes a great difference and provide substantial advantages in comparison
to the classical approach, because of the decreasing of calculations and of the decreasing of
errors due to that inversion in the case of ill conditioned constitutive relations. The second
reason, which holds also for the form (I) of the algebraic problem, is that the performances of
the algorithms described below increase if one adopts reduced integration rules.
Considering the form (II) of the algebraic problem, we can easily give a condition for integration
rule. Two levels of condition are required.
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1- The global level, which ensures the injectivity of B :
nele

nu — bel

e=i

n<yn

where bel is the number of components of U prescribed.
2- The element level, which ensures the injectivity of B e :
.
nUe npie >

bcle

where bcle is the number of components of Ue prescribed. As established by Zienkiewicz27'28
these conditions give some restrictions for reduced integration rule. As we can see by considering
the algebraic forms (II) the reduced integration rule can be interpreted, from a two-fields mixed
point of view, by the relaxation of the conditions of equilibrium. A physical interpretation can
be done by considering the stress-displacement two-fields approach, and one can linked the LBB2
condition to the integration rule.

5.

FIRST COMPUTATIONAL ADVANTAGES

In this section we describe some features of the new approach proposed, which are independent
of the method used to solve the linear or linearized problem. We give some numerical examples showing comparisons with the EBE method. In section 6 we give some real applications
comparing our method and the sparse matrix method which used only nonzero entries.
5.1. Storage allowed.
The total storage required for H, B and I is :

St = 02 y ^ npie n2an + 0\ Y^ npie nan ne + V^ npie
e

Lets us call ps the ratio between the storage required by K and that required by B, H and I.
storage required by K
storage required by B , H and I
In the frame of an Element By Element approach, the saving of storage increases with h and p
refinement. Under the same assumption that all the needed operators are stored, The ratio ps
between the storages needed by EBE and UDA approach is :

neln\
In the case of a same p refinement (npie = npi, ne = n Ve) we have :
01 npi nan

n2
n + 02 npi n2an + npi

By using an exact integration rule for all the finite elements we have, for plane (nan = 3) and
3-D problems (nan = 6) :
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npi
Ps {0i = l/nan, 02 = 1)
2D-Finite element
1 x1
3.56
Bilinear Lagrange
1
2.25
Linear triangle
2.89
Biquadratic Lagrange 2 x 2
3
2.18
Quadratic triangle
2.71
3x3
Bicubic Lagrange
2.22
Cubic triangle
6
Table 1. Values of 0= or some 2-dimensional elements.
3D-Finite element
Trilinear Lagrange
Linear tetrahedron
Triquadratic Lagrange
Quadratic tetrahedron
Tricubic Lagrange
Cubic tetrahedron
Table 2. Values of o*

ps {0i = l/nan, 02 = 1)
npie
9.44
l x l x l
1
2.93
6.96
2x2x2
4
3.36
3x3x3
5.99
2.71
10
for some 3-dimensional elements.

For EBE or for the classical approach using K the cost of storage does not depend on the number
of integration points. So this cost remains the same if a reduced integration is used and thus
whatever the methods employed. As we can see by considering equation (20), St is a function of
the size of the various operators and of parameters 0i and 02. Therefore, a reduced integration
leads to an important reduction of storage. The magnification m of ps, which is a function of
the number of reduced integration point npir is equal to :
npi
(21)
npir
The reduced integration rule is based on the order of the integrated polynomial. If npi is the
quadrature rule used to integrate a polynomial function of degree n then npir is the one which
integrates a polynomial function of order n — 1. For instance we have, for the finite element of
continua presented above,
m =

2D-Finite element
Biquadratic Lagrange
Quadratic triangle
Bicubic Lagrange
Cubic triangle

npir
1
1
2x2
4

m
4
3
2.25
1.5

3D-Finite element
Triquadratic Lagrange
Quadratic tetrahedron
Tricubic Lagrange
Cubic tetrahedron

npir
1
1
2x2x2
4

m
8
4
3.375
2.5

Table 3. Magnification m of ps for some 2-D and 3-D elements.
As we can see in tables 3 the magnification m of ps is significant. This parameter is also equal to
the ratio between the stress (or strain) size of the problems obtained by using an exact integration
and that of problems corresponding to a reduced integration. This reduced integration leads
then to an increasing speed of computation of the resolution process. This is not a feature of the
classical approach.
5.2. Computation time.
The matrix-vector products in a EBE method is worth n2e for one element. In UDA method, the
cost matrix-vector products for one element is equal to the sum of :
B e • Ue
He€

R

= 2 npie ne
=

°

= 2 npie ne
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10

Thus equal to npie (4 ne + 9) for two dimensional problems and to npie (6 ne + 36) for 3-D
problems. Let us call pt this cost obtain with an exact integration rule and ptr the one obtained
with reduced integration rule. We give in tables 4 and 5 the values of n2e) pt and ptr for the most
used finite elements.
2D-Finite element
Bilinear Lagrange
Linear triangle
Biquadratic Lagrange
Quadratic triangle
Bicubic Lagrange
Cubic triangle
Table 4. Values of nl, pt and
3D-Finite element
Trilinear Lagrange
Linear tetrahedron
Triquadratic Lagrange
Quadratic tetrahedron
Tricubic Lagrange
Cubic tetrahedron

ne

nl

8
6
18

64
36

Pt

Ptr

41
33
324

12

324
144

npi
1
1
4
3

32

1024

9

1233

41
33
81
57
548

171

20 400
6
536 268
pir for some 2-dimensional elements.

nl

ne

24
12
81

30
192
48

npi
1
1

576
144
6561
900
36864
2304

Pt

Ptr

180
108
522
648
9504
1296

8

180
108
4176

4

864

27

32076
3240

10

Table 5 . Values of n%, pt and ptr for some 3-dimensional elements.
This subsection dealt with the reduction of the computation time induced by the consideration
of operators H, B and I instead of K or K e , but not with the computation time required by the
solver. These advantages relating to this last point are to be added to those described above,
and to the post-processing step.
For a non-linear problem where the non-linearities are induced by the material behaviour, the
only non-linear operator is the constitutive one H, since we assume small transformations. This
leads to a unique computation of operators B and I for the global analysis of the mechanical
problem.
Thus, with classical EBE or with K a non-linear analysis leads to update all of them at ecah
iteration. Theses methods do not benefit of the fact that the matrices B and I remain constant,
because the main operators K or K e have to be formed for each iteration of the linearization
process.
6.

THE ITERATIVE ALGORITHMS

The various algorithms presented below can be used equally well for displacement one-field finite
element analyses or for real stress-displacement two-fields mixed ones. For this last problems, we
have only to substitute A to I H " 1 and B to Î B , where A and B are defined by the following
relations.
A

=

nel

„

^—-v

If

>

/

_ Jae

nel

i

-0. H

TO.

„

B = V / V e Be dû
^

In

e

in which ipe denotes the interpolation functions of stress :

dÇl
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<T(X) = 1pe(x)

11

• <7e, CTe : elementary vector of stress components.

Lets us remind the reader that the problem modelled together with its equivalent form obtained
after linearization at a given loading step are as follows:
\ classical

Find UeJRN

Find U £ Mn such that :

such that :

(22)

K-U =F
6.1 GMRES method.
Let ||.|| and (.,.) denote respectively the Euclidian norm and inner product. The iterative method
used for the resolution of the non-symmetric algebraic problem (22) is the GMRES one 22 . This
numerical method, which is a particular case of the Petrov-Galerkin method, is based upon a
minimization of the Euclidian norm of the residual vectors rm,

in a Krylov space Km of dimension TO,

Km = /C m (K) = span {r 0 , K • r 0 , K 2

• r

0

• r0

, • • •,

}.

Let us consider an approximate solution of the form XQ + zm, where XQ is an initial guess and zm
belongs to the space K,m. Then the above minimization problem can be expressed as follows 22 :
min

\\F - K • (x0 + zm)\\ =

£fc

min

[|r0 - K • zv

(23)

zÇK

This algorithm uses an orthonormal basis Vm = [vi,V2, • •, • vm] of K,m which is built with the
classical Arnoldi 22 procedure. If we take as the operator the stiffness matrix K , the restarted
GMRES (TO) flowchart is given, in a synthetic form, by :
Initialization :
VQ

initial guess

[f] r0 = F - K • «o

Building of the orthonormal basis Vm of /C
h

i,j

= (K-Vj,vi)

i ={l,2,---,j} }
j

j = {1,2,

\vji+i|l

"i+ij

Resolution of the reduced minimization problem :
vm = vo + Vm • y,

Convergence check :

with y G IR m minimizes

||e — i î r
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| | r m = F — K • Vm\\ < £

12

(userspecified tolerance)

If convergence check is not satisfied then affect vm to vo and go to f.
In the algorithm above Hm is the (TO + 1) x (m) upper Hessenberg matrix :

i,m

0

INI

\\Vm

Lo

0

o

and e = *(lko||, 0, • • -, 0) G IR m + 1 is a basis vector. Let us denote this algorithm as GMRESK. We shall now proceed to the substitution of K by the operators described in the previous
sections.
6.2. Substitution.
The algorithm given above is written for an approach based on the stiffness matrix. If we now
apply this algorithm to the dissociated form (I), it will be called GMRES-UDA and is as follows
Flowchart of GMRES-UDA
1

VQ

initial guess
0

V "' " «roll
IB-Vj^i)

{1,2,--.J}
3

L/-i_L1

1*J

HB-Vj-

vm = vo + Vm • y,
Convergence check

-i-lJ2hi

minimizes ||e - Hm -y\\

with y
llr m —
—±
F -- * B Î
II'

If not satisfied : VQ = '•
V

m

g°

jV{

H B -uTO|| < e

to [f]

In the algorithm above, we have not to form the stiffness matrix, so that all the operators remain
distinct at each step of the GMRES iterations. The algorithm GMRES-UDA is more efficient
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than those based on the stiffness matrix such as GMRES-K. Let us note that when the GMRESUDA has converged in U = vm, we also get the strain vector e = B • U and the stress vector
çr = H • e, since they are intermediate computed values required by the construction of Vm. We
only need two auxiliary arrays to store the stress and strain vector, however their size a rather
small compared to that of other arrays.
6.3. Numerical results.
In order to demonstrate the performance of the method proposed we apply the algorithm described above on two non-linear geomechanical problems. To check the quality of the proposed
method we calculate the parameter p defined by:

t[

N2f2-

where N\ is the number of linear or linearized algebraic problems, and iV2 the number of oneGMRES(m = 1) iterations for the whole problem. The quantities t\ and t2 are respectively the
times allowed to one formation of K and G M R E S ( T O = 1) iteration, whereas t[ and t'2 have the
same meaning in the case of UDA.
The first problem modelled is a loading of a rigid circular fondation on an elastoplastic soil
(fig. 1). From left to right, figure 1 showns the geometry of the problem, the field of vertical
displacement and the horizontal one. The soil behaviour is modelled by a non-linear constitutive
model 4 .

fig. 1 : Problem of the rigid circular fondation.
The number of elements is equal to 720 quadratic (Te) or cubic (Tio) triangular elements. In the
table 6 we recapitulate the principal features of the problem : the number of elements ne/,the
number of degrees of freedom N and the number of nonzero entries (NZK) in K used in a sparse
matrix method.
Element
T6
Tio

N
3066
6758

NZK
135569
456316

Table 6. Features of the algebraic axisymmetric problem.
The values of p obtained with different integration rules are shown on figures 2 and 3.
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fig. 2 : Values of p for the quadratic element, npi = 3(a) npi =

fig. 3 : Values of p for the cubic element, npi = 6(a) npi — 4(6) ,npi =• 3(c).
The second problem modelled is a soil slope loaded on its head (fig. 5). From left to right on
figure 4 we have shown the geometry of the problem, the field of vertical displacement and the
horizontal one.
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1
fig. 4 : Soil slope loaded on its head.
The number of elements is again equal to 720 quadratic (T 6 ) or cubic (Tio) triangular elements.
In the table 8 we have recapitulated the main features of the problem.
Element
JV
NZK
3078 128029
T6
6776 429497
Tio
Table 7. Features of the algebraic plane strain problem,
and the results obtained with different integration rules are shown of figures 5 and 6.
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fig. 5 : Values of p for the quadratic element, npi = 3(a) npi = 1(6).
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fig. 6 : Values of p for the cubic element, npi = 6(a) npi = 4(6) ,npi = 3(c).
As we can see the values of ratio p are significant. They increase with the number of elements
and the space-dimension of the problem. We shall now focus on the way to modify the original
displacement algorithm GMRES-UDA in terms of strain or strain rate variables.
6.4. The strain approach.
In the previous section we have shown that the dissociated form (I) of the displacement
problem is more interesting than the classical one using K. In this section we shall show how
to increase these numerical performances. It is well known that the displacement field does
not belong to the set of memory parameters of the constitutive equations. This feature is
very interesting in the non-linear case. And indeed, we don't need to compute the discrete
displacement field of the linearized problems arising from some methods like the Newton's one.
If one is not interested in the displacement fields of these mechanical problems, one can do
without computing them. If one is interested in these fields for some time values (not necessarily
for all the steps of loading) one can easily recover them. Eventually, if one wants to build the
displacement fields for all the steps of loading, one can do it easily without performing useless
computations at each iteration of the GMRES iterative process. These features are offered by
the algorithm described below.
Considering the calculation of the coefficient ij of the Hessenberg matrix we can replace the
inner product in the algorithm :
hij

= (K • Vj, Vi)

by a relation which shows off the vector of strain components
hi.i — €„

• e,.

€Vi — B •
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According t o the orthonormality of vectors V{ G MN i G {1, 2, • • -,j] we can rewrite the expression of the components of the Hessenberg matrix / Ï J + I J .
j

\\hj+itj\\

2

2

= \ \ v j + i \ \ = I ^ B Î H B -VJ - Y j h i , j

v

i\?

(24)

Let us define thj = (hij, h,2j, • •, • hjj) and the basis Vj = [v-y,V2, • •, • Vj]. Taking account of

this notation the expression (24) can be written as :
M/,. , . | | 2 _ | | ~

||2

_l|i-ôf-û--p>

,,.

T/.

u ||2

= ||*B î H B • VJ||2 + % • fVj Vj • hj
-2thj-tVjtBÏti.B-v3
= ||*B î H B • VJ || 2 + % • h3 - 2 \j •
V | |

2

% • £

We then obtain the relation :

ll^+ijll 2 = Pi+iH 2 = | | f B Î H B -vj\\2

-J2hh
j

and the vector ê^ +1 is defined by :
S + 1 = B • vj+1 = —

B • ùi+1

After all theses algebraic transformations, the new problem does not consist in the research of
the displacement vector U, but in that of the associated strain vector e. In other terms
vm — VQ + Vm • y,

with y G H m minimizes

||e — Hm • y\\

is replaced by
êvm

=

tvo + [ê]m • V-,

with y G H m minimizes

||e - H m • y||,

The new algorithm expressed in term of strain can be written as follows :
Flowchart of GMRES-e
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initial guess

IMI
hi

i = {1, 2 , - -

1,:)

3

hi .1
hj. n,3

=

3*3 Î H -

= f II'B Î H

ê

3

||2 _

'

i

•ê3

%=i

0"

•i = {l,2,-,m}

j

am —î o +

m
[ê]m • y , with y e i R minimizes

Convergence check | rm =-F

- * B Î H Ul
•

If not satisfied: CQ =

to[f]

go

||e — i ï m • y||

<E

with [ê]m = [êi, ê2, • • •, êm] and ê; = êVs
The difference between GMRES-UDA and GMRES-e lies in the number of B-products which
constitute the most expensive operations. In GMRES algorithm the most important computation
time is that allowed to the construction of the orthonormal basis Vm of the Krylov space Km.
A substantial reduction of this computation time leads naturally to a significant improvement
of this algorithm. GMRES-UDA is more paying than GMRES-K. However, GMRES-e is more
paying than GMRES-UDA. And indeed the number N of B-products avoided is equal to :

A^ = mg x

(25)

nis

where njg is the number of GMRES iterations, tin the number of linearized problems (in the
non-linear case) and nts the number of loading steps of the problem. For example, the table 8
give the contribution of B product in percent in each K X X product.
2D-Finite element
Bilinear Lagrange
Linear triangle
Biquadratic Lagrange
Quadratic triangle
Bicubic Lagrange
Cubic triangle

B x X (%)
39.0
36.4
44.4
42.1
46.7
44.9

3D-Finite element
Trilinear Lagrange
Linear tetrahedron
Triquadratic Lagrange
Quadratic tetrahedron
Tricubic Lagrange
Cubic tetrahedron

B X X (%)
40.0
33.3
46.6
44.4
48.5
44.4

Table 8. Contribution of B product in each K X X product.
Eventually let us note that when the GMRES-e have converged in e = em we obtain also the
stress vector g_ = H • e, since it is an intermediate computed variable for the building of matrix
Vm .
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If one wants to recover the displacement vector U at some given loading step, one has to solve,
out of the GMRES loop and of course out of the non-linear loop, the IR
linear problem :
Find U e MN such that :
(26)
BU

=e

6.4. Preconditioning purpose
This short section is devoted to some recommendations which can be taken into account when
preconditioning of the linear or linearized problem is performed. Since the problem of an optimal
preconditioning remains open, we give only some indications.
A strong restriction of the preconditioned methods is that they require to maintain the special
dissociated or factorized (following Axelsson et al. 1 ' 2 ) form, at each inner (for the linearized
algebraic problem) and outer (for the linearization procedure) iteration of the solving process.
The question of preconditioner is natural within iterative solving framework. They are performed
in order to enhance the robustness of the iterative solvers.
The simplest preconditioned method is the diagonal one :

D = diag [*BÎHÉ]
which tansform the problem,
(t

BÎÊ.B)

-U = F

=>

B1/2 (tBÎÈ.B]D1/2-Û

=F

with Û = D 1 / 2 • U and F — D 1 / 2 • F. This simple method do not need to form explicitly the
stiffness matrices but require only the computing of the iV diagonal entries Da.
An other direction which have to be investigated, lie in the interesting spectral equilavence theorem
established by Axelsson et al 1 . Following Axelsson1'2 two matrices M and N of dimension TV are
called spectrally equivalent if :
3cx > 0, c2 > 0 such that

Cl

*X • M • X < fX -N • X < c2 lX • M -X

VX G IR^

Axelsson and Gustafsson2 used successfully this method in a non-linear diffusion problems.
In Krylov subspace framework, more specially in GMRES subspace iterative methods, one could
used the so call FGMRES referred as flexibles GMRES 23 . In this framework we dont used a
unique preconditioner for the linear algebraic problem, but it perform variation with subspace
iteration in order to improve the robustness of the preconditioner. Saad 23 propose to incorporate
the changes in the precondtioner into the classical GMRES algorithm.
All these methods will be developped and investigated.
7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown how to increase substantially the performances of the Gmres iterative
algorithm when used for the numerical resolution of algebraic systems coming from the f.e.m.
The theorem established shows that from an algebraic point of view the displacement one-field
approach can always be considered as the dual one with subsidiary constraints. This allows
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us to use algorithms which can not be employed for classical algebraic systems based on the
global or elementary stiffness matrices. The numerical performances of two iterative algorithms
were described and proved. One has to note that these algorithms can be easily implemented
in a finite element code without requiring substantial modifications of its structure. The B-bar
method 9 can be also improved thanks to our two algorithms GMRES-UDA and GMRES-e. A
spectral analysis can be performed by considering the dissociated form (I) of the problem, since
the structure of the corresponding algebraic systems is more interesting than that of systems built
with the stiffness matrix. More developments will be done, especially as concerns the coupling
between the displacement one-field approach and the stress-displacement two-fields mixed one
as well as the extension of the previous algorithms made to include large transformations. This
last extension can be done easily without adding geometrical non-linearities to the problems
modelled if one adopts a rate-type point of view involving both objective stress-rate and velocity
fields.19'20 The method will be also applied in adaptive refinement framework.
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